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major source ef'helicopter cabin noi e
(which has been measured at over ]00
decibels sound pressure level) is the gear-
box. Reduction of this noi e is a NASA

and U.S. Anny goal.
Noise excitation in a transmission is caused by

the load fluctuation as gearteeth enter andleave
me h. The cyelic variation ln the numbers of teeth
carrying {lie load causes a periodic change in the
tooth stiffness and affects the relative position of
the teeth. Any deviation in the angolarposition of
the driven gear from its ideal pesiuon i called the
transmission error. Transmission error arises from
manufacturing and mOllntingerrors a;nd from
tooth deflection under load.

High-quality gear designs often include modi-
fied tooth profiles (tip relief) to minimize trans-
mis ion error. Dudley's Gear Handbook (Ref. 9)
providesformnlas for "first approximations," of
tip relief based on the load and face width.
Previous studies of' spur gear profile modification
include Refs. 2, 4, 5 and 8. Dynamic train gage
testing was reported in Refs. 6 and 7.

The goal for the research reported in this arti-
cle was to examine the influence of tooth profile
modification on dynamic tooth train by mean of
controlled tests and to provide a database for fur-
ther research, Data. presented here include invo-
lute (tooth profile) charts for the l.eSI. gears and
time domain plots of' static and dynamic gear
loath bending strain,

Apparatus
Tests were performed on the NASA gear noise

rig (Fig. 1). The rig features a single-mesh gear-
box. powered by a 150 kW (200 hp) variable speed
electric motor. An eddy-current dynamometer
loads the output shaft. The gearbox can operate at
speeds up [Q 6,000 rpm. The rig was built 10 carry
out fundamental studies of gear noise and the
dynamic behavior of gear systems. It i de igned
to allow testing of various configuration of gears,



bearings, dampers and apports, The gearbox is
exrensively instrumented for strain, noise and.
vibration measurement.

A poly-V belt drive was used as a speed
increaser between the motor and input haft. A
soft coupling 0111 the input baft reduce ' tile input
torque fluctuations call ed by non-uniformity of
the belt pliee,

The gearbox oil inlet temperature was main-
tained at 70 ±loC for these tests. AI the mean tem-
perature of 70°, the viscosity orllle synthetic tur-
bine engine oil (MIL-L-23699B) u ed in the te
is 9.5 centi toke,

Instrumentation. General = purpose. constan-
tan foil. resistance train gages withgage length
0.38 mm (o.mS"), were installed ~nthe tooth-root
fillet'> on both the loaded (tensile) and unloaded
(cempression) side of"two adjacent teeth 011 the
outpul (driven) gear (Fig. 2). To measure maxi-
mum tooth bending stress. the gages were placed
at the 30° tangency location (Ref. 1). Two meth-
ods of signal condinoniag were used on strain
gage signals: For tatic measurement. a strain
gage (Wheat tone) bridg was used. For dynam-
ic measurements, the strain gages were connect-
ed via a slip-ring assembly to con tant-current
!:rain gage amplifier .

An 8-channe[, 12-bil digital data acqui ilion
system was u eelto record the dynamic strain data.
The sample rate was varied from 6.6--50 kHz per
channel to provide 500 -amples per revolutien for
each channel. An optical encoder on the input gear
shaftproduced anuccurute once-per-revolution
pulse. The encoder was adjusted so the leading
edge of its pulse occurred at aknown roll angle of
the gear. This allowed us to determine the roll
angle at any point in the data record.

Test Gears. The test gears. were identical spur
gears (at. 1:1 ratio) machined to master gear
(AGMA Class 15) accuracy. Test gear parameters
are hewn in Table 1. Profile modifications were
cho ento compensare for tooth deflection under
load. No additional aJlowance was made for man-
ufacturing errors, since these errors were not more
than one-tenth of the computed. deflection al. the
nominal load of 71.8 N-m (635 lb-m),

Six different gear profiles (Fig ..3) were tested.
These include an unmodified profile, three combi-
nation of linear profile modification (tip refief)
and two different form of parabolic modification.
Linear modification i defined by two parameters:
The amount of modification at the tip and the roll
angle at the start of modification. For parabolic
medification, a third parameter i needed. We
idenlified two form of [hi third parameter: In
type-I parabolic relief ( ee Fig. 3e), the modified
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Table 1 - Tesl,Gear Parameters

Gear Type tandani,
FuIl-Deplll1)ooth

No. Teeth 28
3.175 (8)

6.35 (0.25)

Module, mm (Diarnetral Pilch. in-I)

I Face Width. mm (ill)

Pressure Angle. deg 20

Theoretical Contact Ratio 1.64

Tooth Root. Radius, mm (in) 1.35 (0.053)

Max. Tooth Spacing Error.lJ.m (in) 1.8 (0.00007)

Max. Profile Error, urn (in) 1.3 (0.00005)

profile blends smoothly into the involute trace. m
is tangent to the involute at tile start of modifies-
tion.) Intype-Z parabolic relief (see Fig. 30, the
modified portion of the curve blend ,into tbeedge
break at. the end of the tooth. (It has an infinite
slope al the tip.) These gears were made to the
AGMA Class 15 quality level. Even so, there is
not much apparent difference between the traces
for set E (type-]) and set F (type-2) gears.
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Test Procedure
Static S/l":o.ln, Dala. Strain data was recorded

under static (non-rotating) conditions. Static mea-
surements provide information on load sharing
characteristic of the gear pairs, Strain were
recorded for roll angles from 32° to 10° roll angle
for each tooth. (Note: the strain gages are on the
driven gear. hence contact start . near the tip and
proceeds towards lower roll angles at the root of
'llieloolh.) Readings were taken at torque level
of 57%. 85%. H3% and 142% of the nominal.
torque of 71.8 N-m (635 lb-in) ..

DY.fIOmic Strain Dam. Dynamic strains were
recorded for each of the silt. gear pairs over a
matrix of load-speed test conditions: 4 speeds
(800, 2.000, 4.000'. 6,000 rpm) and torque levels
of 1.6%. 47%, 79%. 110% and 142% of the nom-
inal torque of 7 L8 N-m. (635 lb-io). The data
were then digitally re ampled u ing linear inter-
polation at I. ,000 samples per revolution and syn-
chronou ly averaged. Time domain synchronou
averaging i a technique now in wide use in gear
diagnostics (see Ref. 3), and was used here to
reduce random "noise" effects (such as torque
fluctuation caused by the belt drive). Its imple-
mentation requires at least two channels of data-
a'liming igllal plus the data of interest The tim-
ing signal provided the resample intervals needed
for exactly one revolution of the gear .

.ResuJts and Dlsenssion
Statlc strain data was collected primarily for

use in an effort to compute normal and frictional
loads between gear teem (see Ref. 1). Fig. 4
shows static strain data from two con ecutive
teeth on gear et B ( tandard "long relief" pro-
files) taken at tour diffierent torque levels. Static
strain readings were recorded at two-degree
increments, except an extra reading was taken at
21°, which is near the pitch poiru (20.85°).
Comparing readings from the strain gages mount-
ed on adjacent teeth provides all iadication of the
accuracy and consistency of the train gage
installations. For all the gearstesredjhe maxi-
mum difference (worst case) i.n mea ured . !.atic
train between the two tensile gages was 4.6%.

The dynamic strain data for the slx test gear
design is shown in Figs. 5-10. These figure
show strain measured by one of the load-side:
gage as sets of parametric curve ,each et for a
single gear design. at II ingle speed, but at sever-
al torque levels.

Set A-Unmodified Gears. The gears designat-
ed Set A have essentially a true involute profile
(see Fig. 3) up to me edge break at. about 31° roll
angle. Ref. 4 shows that the transmission error of a
perfect involute gear is zero at 110 load (torque), but



increases with the load. Therefore, we would
expect the e gears 'to show increasing dynamic
action as torque increases. This is indeed the case.
Low-speed measurements (fig. Sa) show very
mooth operadon with linle dynamic excitation.

Tooth contact extends from about 32" to. 10". 1\v0.
pairs of teeth are in contact except in the single
contact zone, which extends from about 22° to. ]8°.

As the speed increased to 2~OOOrpm (Fig. 5b),
dynamic effects become apparent, especially at
the higher torques. A regular pattern of waves can
be seen in the train curves. At 1,000' rpm, one
tooth pitch period occupies about n° of roll
angle (360" divided by 28 teeth). In this span
there are about four cycles of strain. This indi-
cates that the dynamic loading frequency is four
limes the tooth me h frequency, At 4,000 rpm
(Fig. Sc), the dynamic action is much stronger;
and there are two train cycles per tooth pitch. At Fig••" -IGear Set e,.light rdJef~

6,000 rpm, the dynamic effects are not as strong
and there is no.regular wavepattem,

Set B StandJu;d Relief. The strain data from
Set B gears i hown in Fig. 6. Because of
dynamometer control problems at me time these
data were taken, the highest torque (142%) curve
is missing in Figs. 6a and 6d.

Set B gears have lineae profile modification
(Fig. 3) extending from the higb point of single
tooth contact to ihe tip. Munro calls this "long
relief." (In contrast, "short" relief has II modifica-
lion zone one-half as long.) The amount of relief
at the tooth tip corresponds '10the tooth deflection
expected from atorque [eve] of 115% ofthe nom-
inal 71.8 N-m.

The low speed traces (Fig ..6a) show that the
ingle contact zone is longer than in the Set A

gears, The profile modification has apparently
decreased the contact ratio. At higher speeds
(Figs. 6b to 6d), there was smooth operation near
the design torque, but much rougher operation
away from design torque, especially at high-
speed, low-torque conditions. At. 4,'000 rpm and
16% torque. there !IDetwo strain "spikes" at tile
beginning and end oftoolh contact, and the strain
is zero at the pitch point This indicates thai. the
teeth bounce out of contact, AI. 16,10001 rpm and
16% torque, there isa single large strain spike.
This indicates relatively high dynamic loading ..

Set C-Li,g/rt Relief.. The gears from Set C are
similar to Set B except the amount of relief is
much le s, corresponding to the deflection for
70% torque. As would be expected, these gears
operate more moothly at light torque, but with
increased dynamic at higher torques.

Set lJ-IntermeditaeBelu/. Set D gears have
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Ref. 4 calls trns "intermediate relief' and recom-
mends it for gear which operate under a range
of leads. The amOIlIll,I,of relief at the tooth tip

corresponds to. 135% torque. The result (Fi.g. 8)
show very smooth operation at high torque, and

light torque operation is comparable to. Set B.

Since they show improvement at high torque
and 1110. worse operation at lew torque (cempared
to. Set B), intermediate relief is an improvement
over long relief.

Set E-Parabo1i:c Type-I. These gears are
similar to. Set C gear except the modification
zone extendsto the pit.ellpoint (Munro calls this
"extra long relief.") The modification at the lip
corresponds to. torque of 65%. These gears were
dlifficult and expensive to manufacture, Their
performance was disappointing. The dynamic
strains were large at both high and low torques.

Results may have 'been better if the relief zone
were much shorter:

Set F-ParaboZic Type-.J. These gears are
similar to Set E except the modification amount
at the tip corre ponds to the tooth deflection at
85% torque, and the modification zone is lighl.ly
horter. Like Sel. E,. these are difficu.lt and expen-

siveto manufacture. The perfonnance was simi-
lar to that of Set E.

Summary and C'on.clusions
Low COil tact ratio spur gears w:itii various pro-

file modifications were tested in the NASA gear
noise rig. Dynamic tooth bending strains were
recorded foreach gear design at 36 operating
conditions. The experimental results were com-
pared to examine the influence of the tooth pro-
file cn the dy.namic behavior of the gears under
various operating condition . The following con-
clusions were drawn from the data:
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1. The proper type and amount of tooth profile
modification can significantly reduce dynamic
loads in spur gears, especially fer gears that oper-

ate at high speed and under high torque.
2. The parabolic modificaticn gears tested

here seem net to offer anyadvantage. This may
be becau e the modification zone is too long.

3. Profile modification increase dynamic

loads :in gears that operate signjficanLly below

their design torque. This is especially so for a
long modlfication zone, 0
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